
In Quebec, the recovery rate for plastic no 6 or
polystyrene barely exceeds 20%, while this

proportion is 70% across Canada
 (100% in British Columbia).

 
Sorting centers do not collect them because it

is not a profitable material. There is not
enough demand to sell the plastic, and

transportation and storage costs are high.
 

The opportunity to recycle plastic #6 is low,
there's not enough stakeholders in the

recycling industry who care about polystyrene.
 

Government regulations do not mandate
sorting centers and recyclers to process P6.

In a world where crisis like the one that came
with Covid-19 are likely to be more frequent,

understanding our personal finance is
essential on short and long term.

 
It is often felt by the public that knowledge is
only accessible to accountants and financial
advisors. Enactus HEC believe that financial

literacy should be more accessible to
everyone.

 
As there is a ‘’taboo’’ around talking about your

personal situation and the problem you've
encounter, we also believe it is time to have a
place for open discussion about how we deal

with our personal finances.



Des finances chaleureuses - How to build good
personal finance foundation for the future.
By Malcom-Mitch Joseph 
from Enactus HEC Montréal

Edufin goals is to provide low revenue families with free
access to tools and financial education that could help
them attain financial independence.

Edufin is a three days workshop occurring two times each
years. the workshops are given by partner, that are expert in
financial education and by student groups who have the goal
of teaching people in regards of financial security.

Our event reached over 8500, of which 146 people gave us a response.
From those responses, 18 persons participated to the workshops. There
were entrepreneurs, immigrants, students, fathers and mothers with
their familly, elderly people and even financial advisors. The exchange
in the workshop were rich and human, we could not have hope for a
better first result.

Unlike the information generally offered on the Internet, our training course targets the reality
and the needs of young and low incomes families. Also, the format allows them to ask questions
tailored to their situation, to speakers who knows how to connect with them. These workshops
are made to have a human contact and have the maximum impact on a personal level. 

10 astuces pour votre argent - Ten smart tips to
save money
Opérations bancaires & investissements - How
does banking operation and investing work.
By Ananda Mbumba, Boris Vigne, Charles
Simard, Mohina Anusha and Alexandre Vézina
from Jeunesse Enrichie HEC Montréal

We've made partnership with the Maison
d'Haïti, Sommet socio-économique pour le
développement des jeunes des communautés
noires, Jeunesse enrichie de HEC Montréal and
SAE HEC Montréal.

Edufin took place in 2021 from March 26 to 28,
between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. each day. We've
host seven financial workshops online on
Zoom. We've use multiple project tools such as
a project charter, bar chart schedule, project
risks, marketing and communication plans.

Financer mes études - All about scholarship and
university 
By Guy Epassy and Guillaume Lemieux 
from SAE HEC Montréal
Le budget, des chiffres qui parlent - The budget,
a tool for success.
Le crédit, c'est dans mon intérêt d'y voir -
Understanding credits.
Le surendettement, des solutions pour s'en sortir
- Solutions on how to clear your debts. 
By Daisy Alcindor from Maison d'Haïti with the
Mes finances Mes choix program 



The aim is to create a recyclable system for low cost material
in a sustainable, efficient and eco-friendly way. Through the

creation of a collaborative and affordable recycling logistic
network, the project is design with the framework of a

circular economy to eliminate its environmental impact and
change the actual recycling network.

R6 is a plastic #6 pick-up and intermediary recycling service
that raises awareness and create bridge between merchant,

consumer and recycler. 

Our survey and research reached 129 people. One consumer
report and one industry report where made out of those. Our
social media campaign has been seen 1195 times with 14
online publications in 2021.

Through the creation of a collaborative and affordable recycling logistic network, the project will
be designed with the framework of circular economie in order to eliminate its environmental
impact and change the actual recycling network.

We first surveyed the recycling habits of consumers and we’ve made research on the industry of
plastic #6. We’ve been able to create two reports that help us understand the plastic #6 reality
and the reasoning behind the consumer, the recycler and the merchant.

For consumers: Raise awareness to P6 -> Create conference and workshop -> Create
infographic -> Create an awareness campaign for P6 -> Mobilize for a P6 collect campaign.

For stakeholders: -> Create conference on waste treatment -> Breaking
the industry's communication silo -> Raise awareness about P6 -> Give
value to P6 -> Create stakeholder partnerships -> Facilitate transport ->
Creation of opportunities in the future to finance the project.

For merchants: Create a collective of merchants for recycling P6 -> Create a P6 collect center or a
P6 collection path -> Harvest of P6 at the key moment with an application -> Sale of P6 to
stakeholders.

For Partners: Partnership with grocers and stakeholders -> Collect consumer's P6 at grocery
stores -> Pickup of P6 when it is almost full -> Sale of P6 to stakeholders.

We’ve made a multi-level plan to collect, to raise awareness
and to create partnership for the R6 project. 




